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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Aim Of The Study
Today, RFID (Radio-frequency identification) is used in industry supply chain man-
agement to improve the efficiency of inventory tracking and management. Even some
credit card companies (American Express) utilize this great technology on their credit
cards (Blue Sky from American Express), which could greatly speed up customers’
checking out payment process in stores. Several countries also have implemented
RFID in passports to make passports more secure [8]. There are also many other
prevalent applications of RFID, which we will talk about in more detail in Chapter
2.
In recent decades, with the increasing popularity of this technology in business
enterprises, many scholars did research on RFID related topics, such as security of
RFID systems, privacy enhancing technologies (PET), collision avoidance in RFID
systems, tags reading rate in RFID systems, and so on. However, to make the system
more efficient, most systems only use one or two readers to scan tagged items, which
is far from enough. Hence many enterprises use multiple readers to achieve high
performance. Other than that, companies increasingly make use of multiple readers
in conveyor belt systems. Some airports have conveyor belt systems utilizing RFID
technique to scan checked baggage for efficiently tracing suitcases of passengers.
According to the previous research on RFID, we believe that no one has researched
in power control for optimizing RFID tag reading rate in Multi-reader conveyor belt
systems. Therefore we researched on this issue in this thesis. In this thesis, we did
1
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Figure 1.1: Distances of adjacent readers are constant D
some analysis in how the power level of readers affect the system’s performance, in
terms of the total area of one tag covered by a non-interference region (a tag can
communicate well with only one reader in our case) on the conveyor belt. Two
situations will be researched in this thesis. One of them (Figure 1.1) is the distance
of adjacent readers are fixed, say some constant. The other one (Figure 1.2) is the
distance of adjacent readers are not the same, but are random values that are all
known to us when we set up the model. A detailed analysis will be performed on the
above two situations in this thesis. After we obtain results theoretically, simulation
programs (in Java) will be used to test the results and observe the performance.
Finally, according to the results, a conclusions section followed by topics for future
work will be presented in this thesis.
1.2 Related Work
The Master thesis [9] by Rupesh Bhochhibhoya from Oklahoma State University
concentrates on mobile tag reading in a multi-reader RFID environment. Figure 1.3
below is the model he used in his thesis. In his thesis, he modeled the conveyor belt
system and compared the performance of two models: one is a duty-cycle model (it is
a time slotted model, which means group readers in more than one group, and no two
2
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Figure 1.2: Distances of adjacent readers are different constants
groups function at the same time, but each reader in the same group functions simul-
taneously.); the other is a duty-cycle-free model (all readers work simultaneously). In
Figure 1.3, the shaded area is where two adjacent readers interfere (we will explain
this concept in section 3.4 later) with each other if the two adjacent readers operate
simultaneously. When a tag goes through this region, it cannot respond to either of
the two readers because it cannot differentiate the two signals from the left and right
side readers. Hundreds of tags are transmitted rightward in speed of v (meters per
second) on a conveyor belt.
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Figure 1.3: Mobile tags flow on conveyor belt (adapted from Bhochhibhoya’s thesis)
In his thesis, Bhochhibhoya answered the question of what overlapping region is
3
between two adjacent readers which guarantees that the duty cycle model will out-
perform the non-duty cycle model (improving the possibility of each tag being read).
He also answered a few other questions that are not related with this thesis. By using
a similar model, we also want do some work about the overlapping region, or focus
on decreasing the reader-reader interference between adjacent readers. In this model,
reader-reader interference could only occur between adjacent readers since there is no
mutual interrogation area between any two readers far away from each other (“far
away” means at least one reader separates them). To achieve this goal, Bhochhibhoya
split six readers into two groups (Group 1: R1, R3, R5; Group 2: R2, R4, R6), and
each group operates at different times, e.g., when time is at 1 second, readers in Group
1 work, while readers in Group 2 keep mute; when time is at 2.5 second, readers in
Group 1 keep mute, while readers in Group 2 work. Therefore, it never happens that
two adjacent readers operate simultaneously. As a result, there is no interference
between adjacent readers due to this time-slotted operation mechanism.
Utilizing a time-slotted model is one way of decreasing interference between ad-
jacent readers. Another possible way could be to control the power of each reader to
eliminate or reduce the reader-reader interference, which is what this thesis will be
concerned with. In addition, to make this problem more general, we increased the
number of readers to N in our model.
1.3 Outline Of The Thesis
The remainder of this thesis will be organized as follows: Chapter 2 will present
a general literature review of theory on RFID, such as the history of RFID, what
RFID is, and RFID vs. Barcode. Then we introduce: RFID system components,
how RFID works, security and privacy issues, and applications of RFID. Chapter
3 will describe RFID collisions in detail. We will cover how collisions arise, several
outstanding Anti-Tag-Collision algorithms, and a handful of Anti-Reader-Collision
4
algorithms. Chapter 4 will present the methodology used in this thesis step-by-step.
In chapter 5, we provide the experimental results obtained. We give some conclusions
based on the outcomes in Chapter 4. Chapter 6 will summarize the work has been
done and present possible topics for future work related to this research. Lastly, the
simulation program is listed in Appendix A.
5
CHAPTER 2
RFID BACKGROUND
2.1 RFID History
Some people might think RFID is a new technology. After you read this section (or
look through the following Table 2.1), you might change your opinion. The history
of RFID can be traced to World War II. Table 2.1 shows us the detailed history of
RFID.
Table 2.1: History of RFID [1]
Time Events
World War II (1939) IFF (Identification friend or foe) transponder technology to identify aircraft
1950s to 1960s US, Japan, and Europe scientists and researchers undertook research in RFID
1973 Mario W. Cardullo obtained first US patent for active RFID tag (rewritable)
Charles Walton received the patent for passive transponders for keyless entry system
1970s US government engaged some important work on RFID system
Los Alamos National Laboratory developed automated toll payment system
Some companies developed LF systems (utilized on cattle)
1990s IBM developed and patented UHF RFID system
1999 Auto-ID Center at MIT was set up supported by EAN International, Gillette, UCC and P&G
RFID was researched for supply chain purpose
1999 to 2003 Auto-ID Center was supported from thousands companies
More research labs were built up in several countries
2003 RFID Technology was licensed to UCC (Uniform Code Council)
Although RFID has a long history, it is just being refreshed with research outcomes
6
by worldwide researchers every year.
2.2 What Is RFID?
RFID represents Radio-Frequency Identification, which is a technology to identify
and track tagged objects using radio waves. “Tagged” means to incorporate a tag in
an object (mostly a product, sometimes used with an animal or a person). Similar to
Barcode technology, RFID can read a tagged item using an RFID reader. However,
it has some advantages compared with Barcode, which we will discuss in more detail
in the next section.
A tag (Figure 2.1) also named smart label, is a small electronic device that con-
tains a chip and an antenna. The chip is able to store some data related to the
corresponding item, manipulate the radio frequency signal, and perform some other
special usage. That data could be an EPC (Electronic Product Code), designed for
uniquely identifying each object, normally 64 bits or 96 bits. The Antenna is for
sending and receiving a signal [8].
Figure 2.1: An RFID tag (adapted from [4])
Nowadays, tags are classified in three categories in terms of their source of power
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supply: passive tags, semi-passive tags (semi-active tags) and active tags [10]. Passive
tags are very small and do not have any internal power supply. They also do not need
to have batteries. Basically they response readers by utilizing the incoming radio
frequency signal (such as from a reader nearby). This works in this way: when a
tag is under a reader’s coverage, the antenna will receive the electromagnetic wave,
which will induce current in the coil. This will charge the capacitor of the chip. The
capacitor will be the source of working power. The read distance of these tags could
be up to a few meters. They have unlimited lifespan and the cost is fairly cheap,
around 5 cents for each tag. Unlike passive tags, semi-passive tags have a small
amount of battery. Therefore they have faster response and larger reading distance
than passive tags. Compared to passive and semi-passive tags, active tags have a
larger read distance because they have individual internal power sources. In addition
to that, they also have more memory space [10]. Of course, they are expensive and
large.
2.3 RFID vs. Barcode
RFID and Barcode are both used to identify products. However, there are several
differences between the two technologies. First, Barcode is used for tracking a given
class of products [11]. For example, in Wal-Mart, the same kinds of products have the
same barcode information printed (all Diet Coke have the same barcode information).
Also the barcode is exposed on the outside of the product. Normally, Barcode requires
tags with a direct LOS (line of sight) from readers. The range to read a tag is up to
several feet. Therefore the efficiency under Barcode is quite low. In RFID, information
stored in tags are different among each objects. Using the same above example, each
bottle of Diet Coke has its own tag information. Tags could be embedded inside
the product instead of exposed on the outside of the product [12]. RFID does not
require a direct LOS. Normally, tags can be read by readers up to hundreds of meters
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away. Barcodes are used once only, while RFID tags can be reused and they are RW
(read-write) devices. Under RFID, hundreds of tags could be read in several seconds.
As a result, the efficiency is greatly increased.
Undoubtably, RFID can have enormous market value, e.g., only Wal-Mart alone
can save $8.6 billions a year [11]. Today, many companies are switching to RFID
from Barcode because of these advantages that RFID technology have compared to
Barcode.
2.4 RFID System Components
An RFID system consists of three main conponents: a tag (transponder), a reader
(transceiver), and middleware [13].
As we already introduced in the last section, tags store information about ob-
jects. This information is queried by a transceiver when a tag is in a reader’s range.
Communication between a tag and a reader occurs through radio waves.
RFID readers are devices working in between middleware and tags. Its responsi-
bility is to pass the information from a tag to middleware [13]. They also use antennas
to communicate with tags. There are a variety of different readers: handheld readers
(like the barcode scanner), “mobile” readers (embedded into mobile data collection
devices), and fixed readers (like the readers fixed above a conveyor belt). They are
used in different environments depending on the type of application.
Middleware sits between RFID systems and enterprises applications. It is re-
sponsible for managing the flow of data from readers and transmitting the data to
back-end management systems. The other task are listed as follows: filtering data
feeds to application software, generating inventory movement notifications, monitor-
ing reader and tag network performance, capturing history, and analyzing tag reading
events for application improvement [13].
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2.5 How Does RFID Work?
RFID belongs to a group of technologies named as Automatic Identification and
Data Capture (AIDC) [14]. AIDC functions automatically identify a object, collect
data from them, and send these data upwards directly to computer systems that are
provided with related database and softwares. An RFID system often works as in
the following several steps below [14], and Figure 2.2 gives a diagram to illustrate the
scenario.
• The RFID reader transmits a radio signal through its antenna (a reader may
have several antennas)
• The radio wave emitted by a reader actives the RFID tag (mostly passive tags)
• Once the tag and reader authenticate each other, the tag sends its information
(e.g., EPC) to the reader
• Finally, the reader transmits data to the database for processing (the database
contains the object information associated with the serial number on the tag)
Tag (Transponder)
Tag (Transponder)
RFID Reader Host computer (database)
Figure 2.2: How RFID works
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An RFID communication protocol has three layers: application layer (identifica-
tion protocol), communication layer (medium access protocol), and physical layer (air
interface, e.g., frequency, modulation) [5]. Figure 2.3 shows the RFID model protocol
stack compared with that of OSI and TCP/IP.
application
communication
physical
physical
physical
application
session
presentation
transport
network
data link
application
transport
internet
OSI TCP/IP RFID
Figure 2.3: RFID model protocol [5]
2.6 Security And Privacy
The issues of privacy and security are interrelated, and also different with each other.
Privacy is the ability of an RFID system to keep the meaning of the information
transmitted from non-intended recipients [15]. Security is the ability of an RFID
system to keep the information transmitted from non-intended recipients [15]. There
are some examples here related with the issue of privacy: consumers can be tracked
by the products they buy; travelers can be tracked by the passport they hold; readers
can be tracked through the books they have checked out [15]. Security issues occur
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due to the fact that the readers and tags communicated with each other through open
and unencrypted messages.
Even today, security and privacy are still very serious issues. For example, on
a very wonderful day you shop at the Woodland Hills Mall in Tulsa, where there is
some person named Allen who has a reader in hand. Allen is curious about what you
have in your handbag or pocket. So he uses the reader to scan all the objects you
have. Thus Allen might know very serious information about you, e.g., how much
cash you have, your credit card information, your company information (if you take
your badge with you by chance), etc. In this situation, the safety of yourself and
your assets are both jeopardized by some bad guy. This above situation could occur
because of several reasons [15]: (i) RFID tags can be read through materials, package,
or items; as a result, consumers can never be sure about where the tag is hidden or
when the tags are being scanned; (ii) RFID tags can be read at a small distance with
no obvious action needed (you cannot see they are scanning your objects); (iii) Tags
can be potentially active outside of the store; (iv) Data stored on tags is known to
several different entities; when the information been transmitted, security problem
occurs; (v) The smallest and cheapest passive tags do not have enough computing
power to do data encryption, which also leads to privacy problems.
2.7 Applications
Although RFID technology had been used since World War II, the usage of RFID
system is increasing rapidly every year. So far, RFID technology is deployed in many
industries in inventory management, supply chain management, asset tracking, coun-
terfeit prevention [14] (e.g., recognizing fake money in currency flow), security (e.g.,
controlling access to restricted areas), tracking persons, retail automation, vehicle
theft protection, livestock identification, road tolling, ID badge, car parking access,
public transportation system, logistics and distribution (e.g., tracking parcels from
12
shipment to recipient), maintenance (e.g. monitoring patients) [8], and so forth.
13
CHAPTER 3
RFID COLLISIONS
3.1 How Collisions Arise?
In an RFID system, collisions arise when radio waves from one device interfere with
radio waves from another device. There are three different types of collision: tag-tag
collision, reader-reader collision, and reader-tag collision [6]. We will explain these
three collisions respectively.
Tag-tag collision happens when multiple tags that are in the same interrogation
region (the region surrounding a reader a tag can be successfully read without any
collisions) of a reader respond to a reader’s query simultaneously [6]. When there are
a large number of tags in the interrogation region, it is prone to have this problem.
Figure 3.1 illustrates this collision as an example. To schedule tags’ response in a
collision-free manner, we can use a framed Aloha protocol or tree-splitting protocol,
which we will describe in the next section.
A reader-reader collision happens if two neighboring readers (with overlapping
interrogation regions) operate simultaneously. So if a tag passes through the common
interrogation region, the tag cannot differentiate between the two signals from two
readers. Therefore, the tag cannot respond to any of the readers [6]. As an example,
Figure 3.2 illustrates this collision. It is not applicable to use different channels
with the interference readers due to the fact that tags cannot function in the right
way if they are not designed to have the ability to work in different frequencies.
Most tags cost 5 cents or so, and definitely they are not that “intelligent”. One
way to eliminate reader-reader collision is utilizing a TDMA (time division multiple
14
Tag1 Tag2
Tsg3
Tag4
Reader
Reader’s Interrogation Region
Figure 3.1: Tag-tag collision (adapted from [6])
access) mechanism (schedule conflicting readers to operate in different time slots).
Another way is decreasing the power level of each reader to remove the overlapping
interrogation region. In this thesis, we make use of the second method.
Tag
Reader I
Reader I’s Interrogation Region
Reader II
Reader II’s Interrogation Region
Figure 3.2: Reader-reader collision (adapted from [6])
Reader-tag collision happens when the signal from a nearby reader interferes with
a tag response being received at another reader [6]. As a result, if a reader A is in the
interference region of another reader B, the signal sent from tags to reader B could
be distorted by reader A. Figure 3.3 illustrates this type of collision as an example.
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Tag-reader collision can be removed by using frequency hopping (a technique of trans-
mitting signals by rapidly switching a carrier chosen from many frequency channels,
which could add frequency diversity [16]) in the UHF (ultra high frequency) band or
deploy a TDMA mechanism as described in the last section.
Tag 1Reader I
Reader I’s Interrogation Region
Reader II
Reader II’s Interrogation Region
Reader I’s Interference Region
Inside the dashed line area,
Tag 2
Figure 3.3: Reader-tag collision (adapted from [6])
3.2 Anti-tag-collision Algorithms
There are two basic types of anti-tag-collision protocols. They are probabilistic (e.g.,
slotted Aloha protocols, standardized for Class 1 Generation 1 and Class 1 Generation
2 RFID systems) and deterministic protocols (e.g., binary tree search based protocols,
standardized for Class 0 Generation 1 RFID systems) [11]. In slotted Aloha protocols,
a frame is divided into many time slots and every tag chooses a random time slot
to transmit its information. The frame size (number of total time slots) is decided
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by the reader according to the population of tags, specifically the collisions detected
in the previous query process. Binary tree search based protocols search for tag
identifications that match a specific binary number [17]. In this protocol, the reader
organizes the entire ID space of tags into a binary tree with each tag ID matched
with a leaf. A reader traverses the tree in a depth-first order. At each node, the
reader broadcasts a query message with a string that corresponds to the tag tree
node. When a tag finds a message that matches its own ID prefix, it will respond to
the reader. If multiple tags respond, collisions happen. Then the colliding tags are
splitted by a randomly selected number 0 or 1 (every tag maintains a counter and
a random number generator). The tags selecting 0 transmit immediately and tags
selecting 1 will transmit later. The reader traverses down the tree in this way until
all the tags are recognized [17]. Figure 3.4 illustrates the binary tree search protocol.
Root
Tags are distributed at leaves This tag ID: 1010
Figure 3.4: Binary tree search based protocol
We can see that deterministic protocols have relatively long identification delay,
while probabilistic protocols are more efficient. However, probabilistic protocols can-
not guarantee that each tag can be read (starvation problem), but this never happens
in deterministic protocols.
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In the following sections, we will introduce several slotted Aloha protocols in more
detail. They are the Basic Framed Slotted Aloha (BFSA) Algorithm, the Dynamic
Framed Slotted Aloha (DFSA) Algorithm, the Enhanced Dynamic Framed Slotted
Aloha (EDFSA) Algorithm, and the Accelerated Framed Slotted ALOHA (AFSA)
Algorithm.
3.3 Frame Slotted ALOHA Anti-collision Algorithms
3.3.1 Basic Framed Slotted ALOHA (BFSA) Algorithm
Basic Framed Slotted Aloha is the simplest protocol of all probabilistic protocols. It
uses a same constant value for frame size during all of the identification process. In
each round, the reader provides the tags with information about the frame size. A
tag randomly picks one of the frame size slots and transmit its ID (EPC). After that,
the reader provides (send out) a bitmap as acknowledgement [18]. As a result, the
efficiency of the system is fairly low when the tag population is too large or small.
When there is a large population of tags, too many collisions occur and in the other
case, many slots are unused (wasted) and the identification takes unnecessarily long.
Figure 3.5 illustrates an example of using a BFSA protocol. In Figure 3.5, the frame
size is 3, so in each round there are three time slots available. In the first round, Tag
4 successfully transmits its ID to a reader after the reader initiates the query process.
But there are two collisions happen, (Tag 1, Tag 3) and (Tag 2, Tag 5). In round 2,
the ID of tag 1 and tag 5 are forwarded to the reader, but Tag 2 and Tag 3 collide.
In the last round, finally the reader gets the information from Tag 2 and Tag 3. In
this example, the reader needs to take 3 rounds to complete the tag reading process.
3.3.2 Dynamic Framed Slotted ALOHA (DFSA) Algorithm
The efficiency of BFSA drops significantly when there are large or small numbers
of tags. Jae-Ryong Cha and Jae-Hyun Kim proposed the Dynamic Framed Slotted
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Figure 3.5: Basic Framed Slotted Aloha
Aloha algorithm (DFSA) using a tag estimation method (TEM) to estimate the pop-
ulation of tags near the reader [19]. To determine the number of tags around the
reader, it uses the information obtained from the last round, e.g. the number of slots
and the number of collisions. They use this method to dynamically assign the frame
size based on the estimated number of tags. As a result, DFSA can partially increase
the efficiency over BFSA. DFSA has several versions according to their different ways
to find out the frame size.
Here are two main versions of the algorithm. The first one estimates the frame
size by the information gotten from the last round, such as the number of idle slots
(vacant slots), collisions slots, and successful slots (taken up by only one tag) [19].
In the beginning, the reader starts a read cycle (round) with the minimum frame
size. If there is a small number of tags, then it works out perfectly. If the number of
collision is greater than the upper bound (some threshold), the reader increases the
frame size; else if the number of collision is less than some lower bound, the reader
reduces the frame size. In the other algorithm, the reader starts with an initial frame
size to be 2 or 4. It increases the frame size exponentially and starts a new read cycle
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if no tag is identified successfully in the preceding read cycle [19]. Continue with this
process until at least one tag is identified. The reader stops the current read cycle
and skips into the next read cycle with minimum frame size when a tag is identified
successfully. In this algorithm, the reader always starts with the minimum frame size
to identify the tags, no matter the number of unread tags. Therefore, compared with
the last algorithm, this algorithm has a different way to change the frame size.
3.3.3 Enhanced Dynamic Framed Slotted ALOHA (EDFSA) Algorithm
In DFSA, the reader can increase the frame size infinitely when there is a large
number of tags to be read. This will definitely delay the identification process, thus
the number of unread tags is too large to achieve good system performance. Su-Ryun
Lee, Sung-Don Joo, and Chae-Woo Lee proposed the Enhanced Dynamic Framed
Slotted Aloha Algorithm (EDFSA) for RFID identification [2]. In this algorithm,
to prevent the frame size from increasing infinitely when the number of tags is too
large (great than some given maximum frame size), it separates the unread tags into
several groups and allows tags in only one group to respond to the reader. So it
restricts the number of participating tags in each round when the population of tags
is quite large, to achieve the optimal number of tags responding the reader with the
given frame size [2]. When the number of unread tags is too small, we reduce the
frame size to achieve optimal system efficiency (Note: system efficiency is the ratio of
successful slots to the current frame size). To achieve the best system performance,
there is always an optimal frame size corresponding to some number of unread tags
with a given maximum frame size.
In EDFSA, the readers start by estimating the number of unread tags in every read
cycle, and then calculate the number of groups that lead to the optimal throughput.
Also the number of groups depends on the maximum frame size and the number
of unread tags. Assume N denotes the maximum frame size and K stands for the
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number of unread tags. Then the number of groups M is calculated by the formula:
M = dK
N
e groups [2]. Table 3.1 gives the number of groups with different numbers
of unread tags when the maximum frame size is 256. Then the reader broadcasts a
message consisting of the number of tag groups and a random number to tags. After
a tag receives the above information, it generates a new number from its ID and
received random number, and divides this new generated number by the number of
tag groups. Then just the tags with zero remainder respond to the reader. Repeat
the above process when the reader performs the reading task [2].
Table 3.1: Number of unread tags vs. optimal frame size and Number of Groups [2]
Number of unread tags Frame Size M
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1417–2831 256 8
708–1416 256 4
355–707 256 2
177–354 256 1
82–176 128 1
41–81 64 1
20–40 32 1
12–19 16 1
6–11 8 1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
3.3.4 Accelerated Framed Slotted ALOHA (AFSA) Algorithm
In EDFSA, the probability of a slot being successful is maintained approximately
euqual to the maximum possible value of 36.8%. Also there is a proportion of time
wasted in transmission phase (data from tag to reader). Dr. V. Sarangan and M.R.
Devarapalli proposed a novel algorithm named Accelerated Framed Slotted Aloha
(AFSA) that reduces the tag reading process by using bitmaps and avoids wasted
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time due to collisions and idle slots [7].
In the reading process, each successfully identified tag goes through six different
states [7]. All the tags begins in an unpowered (passive) state. The reader then sends
the reset, oscillator calibration, and data sysmbol calibration signals to see which
tags go to the active state [7]. If some tags lose of synchronization, they stay in the
unpowered state. The reader then broadcasts the frame size and the number of groups
to tags. All the tags in a selected group (tags have zero remainder) move to the select
state while the others stay in active state. The tags in the selected state then try to
reserve a slot for data transmission. If this process is successful, they switch to the
transmit state; otherwise they just go back to the active state. Tags in the transmit
state then transmit their ID (EPC) to the reader, after which they go to Ack Wait
state. Then they go to the identified state if the transmission is successful; otherwise,
it goes back to the active state [7]. Figure 3.6 shows the tag state machine.
Unpowered
Identified
Active
Select
Transmit
Ack Wait
RESET
Loss of sync. Not in the chosen group
In the chosen group
Successful slot reservation
Tag transmits
Successful transmission Unsuccessful transmission
Unsuccessful slot reservation
Figure 3.6: AFSA: tag state machine [7]
In addition to the three phases already contained in other slotted Aloha algo-
rithms, AFSA has two more phases to complete a single cycle of tag reading. The
five phases are advertisement phase, reservation phase, reservation summary phase,
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data transmission phase, and acknowledgement phase [7]. In the advertisement phase,
the reader broadcasts the frame size N, the number of groups M, and a given value of
n (the length of the bit sequence that tags transmit in the reservation phase; from [7],
2 gives the best performance when the number of tags is 256) to all tags within its
interrogation region. In the Reservation phase, the tags in the select state transmit
an n-bit sequence in their chosen slot (a tag randomly picks 1 of 2n sequences and
transmits the bit sequence). If the reader successfully receives the bit sequence in a
slot, it just reserves that slot for the tag transmitting its data later. Otherwise, the
reader treats the slot as a collision slot if it gets a garbled signal. In the reservation
summary phase, the reader gives the tags feedback regarding the reservation phase by
broadcasting a bitmap of length N [7]. For example, if N=8, bitmap 11001011 means
that the n bit sequence was successfully received in slots 1, 2, 5, 7, and 8. Slots 3, 4,
and 6 have one of two possibilities: collisions (more than one tag has chosen the same
slot) or idle (the slot has not been chosen). In the data transmission phase, only tags
that have successfully gotten a slot reserved can transmit their data. So in the last
example, only tags that reserved one of the five slots (1, 2, 5, 7, and 8) transmit, and
they transmit their data in the same order as shown of the five slots. Therefore the
tag that reserved the first slot will transmit first, and the tag that reserved the fifth
slot will transmit third. In the last acknowledge phase (final phase), the reader ac-
knowledges the transmissions through a sequence of 0 and 1 bits to the tags (0 means
successful, 1 means fail). Then the tags that get a “1” response become muted, and
the ones with a “0” response go back to the active state and go through the process
again.
We can see that AFSA tries to decrease the collision waste (96 bits per transmis-
sion) by transmitting fewer bits (about 2 or 3 bits) in the reservation phase to reserve
a slot. If a slot successfully gets reserved by some tag, then the tag will transmit all
of its data to the reader. In this way, it will greatly minimize the collision bit wastage
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in the slotted Aloha algorithms introduced above.
3.4 Anti-reader-collision Algorithms
3.4.1 Listen Before Talk
“Listen Before Talk” is a CSMA (carrier sense multiple access) based protocol. The
reader must listen for the presence of any other signal within its intended sub-band
of transmission for a fixed period time τ plus a random time of 0 to τ in eleven steps
[3]. Table 3.2 shows the thresholds to determine the presence of another signal within
the intended sub-band. After s sub-band has been chosen, the reader is permitted to
use that sub-band time for up to some amount of time.
Table 3.2: Transmit and threshold power [3]
ERP (W) ERP (dBW) Threshold (dBW)
Up to 0.1 Up to -10 less than -113
0.1 to 0.5 -10 to -3 less than -120
0.5 to 2.0 -3 to 3 less than -126
Note: ERP(effective radiated power) is a standardized
theoretical measurement of radio frequency energy.
3.4.2 Colorwave
Colorwave (proposed by James Waldrop, Daniel W. Engles, and Sanjay E. Sarma)
is a distributed online TDMA-based algorithm [20]. In this algorithm, each reader
chooses a random time slot (color) for transmission. If a collision happens, then the
reader selects a new timeslot and sends a kick to all of its neighbors telling them the
selection of new timeslot. If any of the neighbors use the same slot again (choose
the same color), the reader chooses a new color and repeats the process described
above. In Colorwave, each reader monitors the percentage of successful transmissions.
Colorwave also dynamically changes the maximum number of colors available at a
reader according to the percentage of successful transmissions. Obviously, Colorwave
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requires time synchronization between all of the readers, and also the readers need to
detect the collisions when collisions arise. More details can be found in [20].
3.4.3 HiQ
HiQ (Hierarchical Q-Learning, proposed by Junius Ho, Daniel W. Engles, and San-
jay E. Sarma) is a hierarchical online learning algorithm giving dynamic solutions
for reader-collision problem [21]. It maximizes the number of simultaneously com-
municating readers, and also minimizes the number of reader collisions at the same
time through learning the collision patterns between readers and effectively assign-
ing frequencies among readers. HiQ uses three basic hierarchical tiers in its control
structure. The three tiers are readers, R-servers, and Q-servers. R-servers assign the
frequencies and time slots (communication resources) to readers for communication.
Readers normally need to require the above communication resources before they
start to communicate, and they are required to be able to detect the collisions with
adjacent readers (but they are not expected to know which readers). Then readers
report the number and types of collisions to their corresponding R-servers. An R-
server is supposed to determine which readers are interfering with other readers, as
reported by readers through the interference patterns. Then an R-server assigns the
communication resources allocated by its master Q-learning server. Q-servers are the
top level tier, and the smartest devices in the system. They might have a hierarchy
too, in order to maintain flexibility and scalability. In this case, a single root Q-server
is sitting there with global knowledge of all available communication resources. It uses
a dynamic Q-learning based algorithm to allocate the communication resource to its
children Q-servers and R-servers from the constraints learned in the system. More
details can be found in [21].
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CHAPTER 4
PROPOSED METHOD AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
4.1 How Does Power Affect A Reader’s Read Diameter?
A reader’s read diameter means the reader’s read distance, which is the maximum
distance a reader’s signal can reach to read a tag. For example, the reading distance of
a UHF RFID Reader (860-960MHz programmable, ISO 18000-6B) is 3 to 12 meters.
The power lever of a reader affects the reader’s read diameter. Reader diameter
is a function of a reader’s power: d = f (P), where d denotes the reader’s read
diameter, P stands for the reader’s power, and f is monotonically increasing function.
If the power level increases, the reader’s read diameter increases, and vice versa. For
simplicity, we let d = α · P in our model, where α is a constant. For example, if
P ′ = 70% ·P0, the read diameter under P ′ is 0.7 ·d (d is the read diameter under P0).
In the next following sections, we will introduction two topologies for multiple
readers. The first one is readers with a constant spacing. The other one is readers
with a uniform random distribution.
4.2 Readers With Constant Spacing
In this section, let us consider the situation where the distances between neighbor
readers are the same, say the distance is D. We call this case “Readers with constant
spacing”. In the dense reader environment we know that the interference among
readers greatly affects the performance of the tag-reading system. The same is true
in the supply chain system, in particularly in the convey belt system. To reduce
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the interference between nearby readers, the factor we consider is the power of each
reader. Specifically, we try to control or minimize the overlap region (interference
zone) by adjusting the power of reader. In order to give you some idea, let us look
at Figure 4.1 below. From Figure 4.1, each parameter (we will continue to use
those names in later sections) is listed as follows, the velocity of the conveyor belt - v
(meters per second); the height of each reader - h (meters); the distance between any
neighbor readers - D (meters); the reading diameter of each reader (the maximum
distance reader can read, under the maximum power) - L. The shaded (overlapped)
area is the interference region between neighboring readers. Assume there are N
readers in all. From left to right, the readers are numbered reader 1, 2, 3, ..., N.
R R R R R R
L
v
h
D
Figure 4.1: Each reader works under its maximum power
Figure 4.1 shows us the scenario when each reader works under maximum power
(100% of original power). Now let us consider five scenarios when readers work under
different level of power in the rest of this section.
(I) Scenario 1: Figure 4.1 is the right figure for this scenario, in which each
reader works under maximum power. In this scenario, we know that the total time
each tag spent in non-interference region is the sum of the times each tag spent
under each reader. For example, the time a tag spent under Reader 1 is calculated
by subtracting the overlapping area time from the overall time a tag spends under
Reader 1. Specifically, the total time a tag spends under the non-interference region
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is:
t1 =
N∑
i=1
t0 − 2(N − 1)toverlap (4.1)
and
t0 =
2
√
L2 − h2
v
. (4.2)
t0 is the time each tag spends under each reader, and it is a constant for any specific
topology.
In Equation (1), in order to calculate what t1 is, we need to compute what toverlap
is. In order to solve this problem, we take a snippet from Figure 4.1. Only two
neighbor readers have overlapping area, as shown in Figure 4.2. In Figure 4.2, point
A stands for one reader, point B stands for the other reader that is closest to point
A reader on the right side. CE is the overlapping region between point A reader and
point B reader. F is the midpoint of line AB and G is the midpoint of CE.
A B
C E
F
G
O
Figure 4.2: Overlapping region between adjacent readers in constant spacing
In Figure 4.2, we know that |AB| = D, which is the distance between any two
neighbor readers. Also |CE| = vtoverlap, |BC| = |AE| = L (the readers are working
under their maximum power), and line FG is perpendicular to line AB and line CE.
Obviously, ∆AOB and ∆COE are similar.
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
|OG|
|OF | =
|CE|
|AB|
|OC|
|OB| =
|CE|
|AB|
|OG|2 + |CG|2 = |OC|2
(4.3)
Let |OG| = m, |OC| = n, also we already know that |CE| = vtoverlap, the above
Simultaneous Equations 4.3 become

m
h−m =
vtoverlap
D
n
L−n =
vtoverlap
D
m2 + (1
2
vtoverlap)
2 = n2
(4.4)
After solving Simultaneous Equations 4.4, we get the result: toverlap =
(2
√
L2−h2)−D
v
,
which we will frequently use in later sections.
(II) Scenario 2: In scenario 1, we let each reader work under its maximum power.
In this scenario, we reduce the power of each reader. Therefore the overlapping region
between neighboring readers decreases, and so does toverlap. In this scenario, the power
of each reader is changed to x·{maximum power}. Figure 4.3 illustrates the scenario
in which each reader’s power has been reduced to x · {maximum power}.
R R R R R R
x  maximum_power*
D
hxL
v
Figure 4.3: Reduce the power of each reader to x · {maximum power}
In this scenario, the reader’s reading distance becomes x·L. Therefore the total
time each tag spends in the non-interference region is:
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t2 =
N∑
i=1
t′0 − 2(N − 1)t′overlap (4.5)
and
t′0 =
2
√
x2L2 − h2
v
. (4.6)
t0 is the time each tag spends under each reader. From the result we get from
Scenario 1, we know that t′overlap =
(2
√
x2L2−h2)−D
v
.
(III) Scenario 3: From Scenario 2, we further reduce the power of each reader,
until the point when toverlap = 0. This is illustrated in Figure 4.4.
R R R R R R
x  maximum_power*
D
hxL
v
Figure 4.4: Reduce the power of each reader until toverlap = 0
In this scenario, after reducing the power of each reader, the reading distance of
each power is changed to x·L (0 < x < 1). We can also get the total time a tag
spends in the non-interference region:
t3 =
N∑
i=1
t′′ (4.7)
and
t′′ =
2
√
x2L2 − h2
v
=
D
v
(4.8)
Now let us solve for x, in which case x = f(D,L, h). By the Pythagorean theorem,
this following equation holds: (1
2
D)2 + h2 = (xL)2. Thus we get x =
√
D2+4h2
2L
, which
also could be deduced by letting t′overlap = 0 in Equation 4.6.
(IV) Scenario 4: From Scenario 3, let us further reduce the power of the readers.
In this scenario, there will be some gaps between those pairs of neighboring readers.
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Those gaps are not covered by radio waves from any of the readers. This is illustrated
in Figure 4.5.
R R R R R R
x  maximum_power*
D
hxL
v
Figure 4.5: Gaps between neighboring readers
In this scenario, the total time a tag spends in the non-interference region is:
t4 =
∑N
i=1 t
′′′, and t′′′ = 2
√
x2L2−h2
v
.
(V) Scenario 5: The last scenario is when each reader’s reading distance is only
h. Obviously, the total time a tag passes the radio wave zone is very limited, and is
approximately zero. This is illustrated in Figure 4.6.
R R R R R R
x  maximum_power*
D
hxL
v
Figure 4.6: Extremely limited radio wave reach tags
4.3 Verification Regarding Readers With Constant Spacing Scenarios
In the last section we introduced five scenarios, each of which has different perfor-
mance. The total time each tag spends in the non-interference region varies according
to different scenarios, in which case all the readers work in the different level of power
among these scenarios.
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Intuitively, we think the system has optimum performance when toverlap=0; that
is to say the total time each tag spend under non-interference area is maximized. In
that case tags are having a higher chance to be read by readers. Now let us prove this
statement. In order to explain this problem clearly, we use Figure 4.7 that consists
of a group of sub-figures.
Figure 4.7(a) through (e) show us the process when we gradually reduce the power
of each reader. In Figure 4.7(a), power of each reader equals each reader’s maximum
power. In Figure 4.7(e), the power of each reader is the least amount of power
among the five sub-figures. We know that powerfig(a) > powerfig(b) > powerfig(c) >
powerfig(d) > powerfig(e), and also rdfig(a) > rdfig(b) > rdfig(c) > rdfig(d) > rdfig(e).
Power stands for reader’s power under each scenario; rd stands for “reading distance”
for each reader. For simplicity, we let each reader’s reading distance be x·L (0 < x 6
1). Obviously, in Figure 4.7(a), x = 1. From the last section, we solved that in
Figure 4.7(b), x =
√
b2+4h2
2L
. In Figure 4.7(c), x is less than the x of Figure 4.7(b).
In Figure 4.7(d), x = h
L
. In Figure 4.7(e), x < h
L
.
Our goal is to prove when x =
√
b2+4h2
2L
(toverlap=0), the system has the optimum
performance. The proof is shown below. The variable t below is the total time a
tag spends in the non-interference area. Also remember the range of x is (0, 1]. We
discuss the following cases,
(i) When x ∈ (0, h
L
), the reading distance of each reader is so small that tags
cannot be reached by radio waves. Thus in this case, t = 0.
(ii) When x = h
L
, the reading distance of each reader is h. In this case, tags can
only be reached by radio waves in a discrete way (very limited radio wave can reach
tags). So t→ 0.
(iii) When x ∈ ( h
L
,
√
D2+4h2
2L
), there are some gaps between neighboring readers.
Also these gaps cannot be reached by radio waves from any other reader. From the
last section, we already know that
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Figure 4.7: Reduce power of readers gradually
t =
N∑
i=1
t′′′ =
N∑
i=1
2
√
x2L2 − h2
v
=
2N
√
x2L2 − h2
v
, (4.9)
and
x ∈ (h
L
,
√
D2 + 4h2
2L
). (4.10)
The above function t=f(x) is monotonically increasing. When x increases, t also
increases. Therefore, if x is within this range ( h
L
,
√
D2+4h2
2L
), tmax → f(
√
D2+4h2
2L
) = DN
v
.
(iv) When x ∈ [
√
D2+4h2
2L
, 1], either there is some overlapping area (the interference
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region) between any pair of neighbor readers or the overlapping area is zero. From
the last section, we know that under this case, the following equation applies.
t =
N∑
i=1
t′ − 2(N − 1)t′overlap (4.11)
t′ =
2
√
x2L2 − h2
v
(4.12)
and
t′overlap =
(2
√
x2L2 − h2)−D
v
. (4.13)
Then we get the result:
t =
2N
√
x2L2 − h2
v
−2(N−1)(2
√
x2L2 − h2)−D
v
=
2D(N − 1)− (2N − 4)√x2L2 − h2
v
,
(4.14)
and
x ∈ (
√
D2 + 4h2
2L
, 1]. (4.15)
Normally, the system uses more than two readers (N > 2). Obviously the above
function t=f(x) is monotonically decreasing. When x decreases, t increases adversely.
As a result, if x is within the range (
√
D2+4h2
2L
, 1], tmax = f(
√
D2+4h2
2L
) = DN
v
.
From the above discussion, we can conclude that the system has the best per-
formance (the total time each tag spends in the non-interference area is maximized)
when x =
√
D2+4h2
2L
.
4.4 Readers With Uniform Random Distribution
We already analyzed the constant spacing scenario in the above sections. In this
section, let us consider the situation when the distances between neighbor readers
are not the same, say the distance set is D = {D0, D1, . . . , DN−1}. We call this case
“Readers with uniform random distribution”. Figure 1.2 illustrates this scenario. In
this scenario, there are still N readers. The velocity is v, the height is h, and the
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distance between reader Ri and Ri+1 is Di. In this scenario, we develop an off-line
algorithm to improve the system performance.
The algorithm is described as below.
• Step 1: Sort the distances in the set {D0, D1, . . . , DN−1}.
• Step 2: For reader Rx with the smallest overlapping area (with largest distance,
and both left and right sides with non-zero overlapping region), we reduce the
power of xth reader, or the power of the (x + 1)th reader until to.x.(x+1) = 0 or
to.(x−1).x = 0 and to.(x+1).(x+2) = 0. That is we reduce the power of some reader
until the overlapping area between this reader and another adjacent reader is
zero. to.n.(n+1) denotes the overlapping region between Rn and Rn+1.
• Step 3: Repeat Step 1 until for all the readers, there is no overlapping area
with adjacent readers or just one side overlapping area is zero (except for the
leftmost and rightmost readers, since for the leftmost and rightmost readers,
we can always reduce the leftmost and rightmost reader to make the overlap
between R0 and R1, and the overlap between RN−2 and RN−1 to be zero).
After we apply the algorithm, we go to the first scenario of uniform random
distribution: Scenario I (no gap between readers). At this point, we keep reducing
the power level of readers whose overlapping area is non-zero (either left or right
side) until the overlapping region is zero. Now there will be some gap generated on
the other side (the side other than the side where the overlapping area just became
zero). This is the other scenario we are concerned about: Scenario II (gap between
readers). Our objective here is to analyze which scenario gives better performance
(larger non-interference region or more total effective reading time).
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4.5 Analysis For Uniform Random Distribution Scenarios
First, let us see how to compute toverlap between neighboring readers. Figure 4.8 is
used to help us understand the notations for solving toverlap. In Figure 4.8, reader Rn
sits on point A, the right neighbor of Rn reader Ri sits on point B. The shaded area
is the overlapping region between reader Rn and Ri. K is the midpoint of line EG,
and J is the midpoint of line FG. The conveyor belt is moving rightward at a speed of
v (meters per second). Distance between Reader Rn and Ri is Dn. Assume that the
power level of reader Rn is xn ·MAX POWER, and that of Ri is xi ·MAX POWER,
then the reading distance for reader Rn is xn · Lmax, and for reader Ri is xi · Lmax.
From the figure, the follow equation holds:
|KG|+ |FJ | = (|KF |+ |FG|+ |GJ |) + |FG| = Dn + |FG|. (4.16)
We know that |KG| = √(xnLmax)2 − h2 and |FJ | = √(xiLmax)2 − h2. From
the above equation, we get |FG| = √(xnLmax)2 − h2 + √(xiLmax)2 − h2 − Dn.
Therefore, we get
to.n.i =
√
(xnLmax)2 − h2 +
√
(xiLmax)2 − h2 −Dn
v
. (4.17)
Rn Ri
Dn
v
1A B
E F G HK J
Figure 4.8: Overlapping region between adjacent readers in uniform random distri-
bution
After applying the algorithm, we get scenario I, which looks like Figure 4.9, in
which there are a couple of readers that have either left or right side overlap. Then
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we can get scenario II by reducing the power level of readers (with some overlap) to
some amount. Here is a sample figure Figure 4.10 for scenario II.
R R R R R
D
h
v
1 D D2 3
R
Figure 4.9: Scenario I: No gap between readers in non-uniform distribution
R R R R R
D
h
v
1 D D2 3
R
Figure 4.10: Scenario II: Gaps between readers in non-uniform distribution
For easy explanation, we take a snippet Figure 4.11 of the above two figures. Sub-
figure (a) is taken from Figure 4.9, and sub-figure (b) is taken from Figure 4.10. In
both top and bottom figures, the distance between Rk and Rk+1 is Dk, the subtotal
effective reading time of readers left to Rk is tleft, and the subtotal effective reading
time of readers right to Rk+1 is tright. In Fig(a), there is overlap between reader Rk
and reader Rk+1, A is the middle point of line |EF |, and B is the middle point of line
|GH|. The total effective time (Fig a) is:
Timeeffective(Fig(a)) = tleft + tright +
|EF |
v
+
|GH|
v
− 2 · to·k·(k+1) (4.18)
We already know that to·k·(k+1) =
|GF |
v
= |AF |+|GB|−Dk
v
. Replacing to·k·(k+1) in the last
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equation, we get
Timeeffective(Fig(a)) = tleft + tright + 2 · Dk
v
(4.19)
In sub-figure (b), the power of reader Rk is reduced to some amount in order to make
to·k·(k+1) = 0. The total effective time (Fig b) is:
Timeeffective(Fig(b)) = tleft + tright +
|E ′G|
v
+
|GH|
v
= tleft + tright + 2 · Dk
v
(4.20)
As a result, Scenarios I and II have the same total effective time. In chapter 5, we
will test this statement in a simulation program.
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k k+1
R R R R
h
v
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k k+1
t left rightt
t left rightt
E FG H
E’ G H
A B
Fig (a)
Fig (b)
Figure 4.11: Snippet of above figures
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CHAPTER 5
SIMULATION RESULTS
In this chapter, we will present the graphs and tables we obtained from a simulation
program (in Java). Also we will write some observations here based on these results.
5.1 Results Involved In Constant Spacing Of The Readers
In this part, we test five different topologies. For simplicity, we use triple number
group (h, d, L) to denote a topology, in which h is the height of readers, d is the
distance between adjacent readers (in the constant spacing case, they are the same),
L is the maximum reading distance for all readers (in this case, they also have the
same reading distance). The five topologies are: (1, 1, 1.3), (1.5, 1, 1.8), (2, 1, 2.2),
(1, 1.2, 1.5), and (1, 1.4, 1.7). For the above five topologies, the conveyor belt has the
same velocity of 4 meters per second, and the number of readers is 10. Table 5.1 which
is an example table for topology (1, 1, 1.3) gives the total effective time of readers
for each reader under different percentages of MAX POWER. Only a small portion
of data is listed here for succinctness. Table 5.2 lists out the prospective power
level compared with the experimental power level in order to optimize the system
performance (from chapter 4, we know that the percentage of reader’s MAX POWER
is x =
√
D2+4h2
2L
). Figure 5.1 shows us the total useful time for the above five topologies.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the curves for total effective time and percentage of maximum
power of each reader under all five topologies. In Figure 5.1, the curves go upwards
when the power level increases from the minimum required power level (signal can
reach tags) to the optimum power (with most effective time), and then go downwards
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when the power level is increased from optimum power to maximum power. From
Table 5.2, we can see that the prospective results are consistent with the result we
get from the simulation, which confirms the statement in chapter 4: the system
has the best performance (total time each tag spends in the non-interference area is
maximized) when x =
√
D2+4h2
2L
(x is a percentage of maximum power of each reader).
Table 5.1: Effective time vs. percentage of MAX POWER under constant spcaing
Percentage(x) Effective time (1, 1, 1.3)
76.923077 0.0
77.023077 1.020135
77.313077 2.016502
77.793077 3.016482
78.453077 4.008771
79.293077 5.002769
80.313077 6.002738
81.503077 7.003571
82.853077 8.003071
84.353077 9.000214
86.003077 9.999785
88.243077 9.006120
90.703077 8.003250
93.323077 7.009336
96.153077 6.000267
99.113077 5.000013
99.993077 4.711655
5.2 Results Involved In Uniform Random Distribution Of The Readers
In this part, we compare the performance of two scenarios: Scenario (I) no gap
between readers under non-uniform distribution (using the algorithm we introduced
in chapter 4); Scenario (II) based on what we get from Scenario (I), keep reducing
the power of a reader that has an overlap region with its neighbors until the overlap
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Table 5.2: Prospective optimum power level percentage vs. experimental result
Topology Prospective Percentage:
√
D2+4h2
2L ∗ 100% Experimental percentage
(1, 1, 1.3) 86.0000% 86.0031%
(1.5, 1, 1.8) 87.8410% 87.8433%
(2, 1, 2.2) 93.7069% 93.7091%
(1, 1.2, 1.5) 77.7460% 77.7477%
(1, 1.4, 1.7) 71.8033% 71.8035%
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Figure 5.1: Effective time (total useful time) for different percentage of
MAX POWER with ten readers
region is zero (there are some gap regions on the side other than the overlap region
side). For simplicity, we use URD (no gap) and URD (with gap) to denote the
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two scenarios respectively (URD means uniform random distribution), Ri means the
(i + 1)th reader (from left to right), and we use a double number group (h, L) to
denote a topology, in which h is the height of readers, and L is the maximum reading
distance for all readers. Now let us explain how to set up the distance between
adjacent readers: by using h and L, we can derive the range of distances between
neighbor readers. Because when h and L are known, the distance between any pair
of adjacent readers cannot less than a lower bound (if not, the middle reader of any
three continuous readers can be turned off since it is nonsense to put a reader there),
also this distance cannot be greater than an upper bound because there is some gap (a
region is not covered by any reader) between neighboring readers even when readers
work under maximum power. Obviously, we can easily figure out that the lower
bound is
√
L2 − h2, and the upper bound is 2√L2 − h2. In the simulation program,
we randomly pick a value between the lower bound and upper bound.
We did experiments on six different topologies: (1, 1.3), (1, 1.6), (1, 1.9), (2, 2.2),
(2, 2.5), and (2, 2.8). The number of readers is still ten. Table 5.4 lists out the power
level, left overlap and right overlap for each reader in all six topologies. From the
table, we observe that the right overlap of R3 and R7 (the left overlap of R4 and R8
respectively) in topology (1, 1.3), the right overlap of R2 and R4 (the left overlap
of R3 and R5 respectively) in topology (1, 1.6), the right overlap of R1 and R5 (the
left overlap of R2 and R6 respectively) in topology (1, 1.9), the right overlap of R4,
R6, and R7 (the left overlap of R5, R7, and R8 respectively) in topology (2, 2.2), the
right overlap of R2 and R7 (the left overlap of R3 and R8 respectively) in topology (2,
2.5), and the right overlap of R2 and R5 (the left overlap of R3 and R6 respectively)
in topology (2, 2.8), are greater than zero. Also there is not a single reader that has
both left overlap and right overlap greater than zero. Because Scenario (II) is based
on Scenario (I), after completing the simulation of Scenario (II), the power of those
readers whose left (right) overlap is not zero will be decreased until the left (right)
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overlap is zero. For example, in topology (1, 1.3), the power of R3 became 92.0390% of
MAX POWER and the power of R7 became 77.6368% of MAX POWER; in topology
(2, 2.5), the power of R2 became 96.5966% of MAX POWER and the power of R7
became 82.8856% of MAX POWER.
Table 5.3: Effective time (Scenario I vs. Scenario II) under uniform random distri-
bution
Values (1, 1.3) (1, 1.6) (1, 1.9) (2, 2.2) (2, 2.5) (2, 2.8)
Distance[R0, R1] 1.0383 1.5998 2.3989 0.9538 1.8996 2.1880
Distance[R1, R2] 1.2940 2.1423 2.2737 1.7497 2.2659 2.9570
Distance[R2, R3] 1.6501 1.5531 1.6662 1.7914 2.1123 2.9371
Distance[R3, R4] 1.1231 2.4835 2.1042 1.3501 2.0632 2.3648
Distance[R4, R5] 1.0693 1.6064 3.1220 1.0062 2.8018 2.6786
Distance[R5, R6] 1.4339 1.7750 2.5637 1.8204 2.9975 2.1770
Distance[R6, R7] 1.2154 1.4484 2.3718 1.1017 2.1153 3.4483
Distance[R7, R8] 0.8422 1.4485 2.5013 1.5240 1.8425 2.7943
Distance[R8, R9] 1.5363 1.9507 1.9624 1.1787 2.8005 1.9734
Effective Time(Scenario 1) 3.043801 4.079183 5.286559 3.015894 5.828100 5.977059
Effective Time(Scenario 2) 3.043801 4.079183 5.286559 3.015894 5.828100 5.977059
Table 5.3 shows us the detailed topology attributes, values and the effective time
for both above Scenario (I) and (II). From this table, we can see that the effective
times for both scenarios (with gap and without gap) are exactly the same for all six
tested topologies. So there is no advantage to use the second model (URD with gap).
However, from the perspective of power consuming, URD (with gap) model does save
more power than URD (no gap) model.
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Table 5.4: Power level Left overlap right overlap of readers in NUD (no gap)
Topology(1, 1.3) percentage of MAX POWER left overlap right overlap Topology(1, 1.6) percentage of MAX POWER left overlap right overlap
R0 88.3060% 0.0 0.0 R0 76.5222% 0.0 0.0
R1 85.1448% 0.0 0.0 R1 83.8072% 0.0 0.0
R2 99.4510% 0.0 0.0 R2 100% 0.0 0.9304
R3 100% 0.0 0.1737 R3 99.2952% 0.9304 0.0
R4 84.8699% 0.1737 0.0 R4 100% 0.0 0.7159
R5 89.8337% 0.0 0.0 R5 91.6870% 0.7159 0.0
R6 100% 0.0 0.0 R6 76.3488% 0.0 0.0
R7 82.4190% 0.0 0.2482 R7 78.0041% 0.0 0.0
R8 94.1461% 0.2482 0.0 R8 76.3521% 0.0 0.0
R9 100% 0.0 0.0 R9 100% 0.0 0.0
Topology(1, 1.9) percentage of MAX POWER left overlap right overlap Topology(2, 2.2) percentage of MAX POWER left overlap right overlap
R0 66.8560% 0.0 0.0 R0 90.9800% 0.0 0.0
R1 100% 0.0 0.4103 R1 99.2255% 0.0 0.0
R2 77.0209% 0.4103 0.0 R2 99.2270% 0.0 0.0
R3 61.3194% 0.0 0.0 R3 100% 0.0 0.0
R4 95.1641% 0.0 0.0 R4 93.0207% 0.0 0.3313
R5 100% 0.0 0.5379 R5 99.7627% 0.3313 0.0
R6 94.2730% 0.5379 0.0 R6 100% 0.0 0.4223
R7 70.3102% 0.0 0.0 R7 95.0105% 0.4223 0.2482
R8 100% 0.0 0.0 R8 100% 0.2482 0.0
R9 55.7074% 0.0 0.0 R9 91.6867% 0.0 0.0
Topology(2, 2.5) percentage of MAX POWER left overlap right overlap Topology(2, 2.8) percentage of MAX POWER left overlap right overlap
R0 76.5222% 0.0 0.0 R0 83.1264% 0.0 0.0
R1 83.8072% 0.0 0.0 R1 79.8184% 0.0 0.0
R2 100% 0.0 0.1466 R2 100% 0.0 0.6682
R3 99.2952% 0.1466 0.0 R3 92.5029% 0.6682 0.0
R4 100% 0.0 0.0 R4 75.9048% 0.0 0.0
R5 91.6870% 0.0 0.0 R5 100% 0.0 1.2713
R6 76.3488% 0.0 0.0 R6 89.0446% 1.2713 0.0
R7 78.0041% 0.0 0.0733 R7 100% 0.0 0.0
R8 76.3521% 0.0733 0.0 R8 77.4003% 0.0 0.0
R9 100% 0.0 0.0 R9 82.1928% 0.0 0.0
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this thesis, we started with introducing the concepts of RFID, then focus on the
collision problems in RFID, particularly, we concentrated in those anti-collision algo-
rithms (collisions specifically refers to tag-tag collisions and reader-reader collisions).
Then we proposed the methodology for power control in multi-reader environment.
Two main system topologies (in term of distance between adjacent readers) were
considered: readers with uniform distribution (same distance between any two adja-
cent readers) and readers with non-uniform distribution (random distance between
any two adjacent readers, which means the distances are just arbitrary values). We
did detailed analysis on both topologies, and figured out what the power level of
readers should be in order to maximize the total effective time (total time tag spend
in non-interference region) in uniform distribution topology. In non-uniform distri-
bution topology, we developed an off-line algorithm to improve the system perfor-
mance (increase the total effective time). We found that when power percentage of
MAX POWER is
√
D2+4·h2
2·L , in which D is the distance between neighbors, h is the
height of readers, L is the maximum reading distance of readers (each reader has the
same value of maximum reading distance). When each reader works under this power
level, the overlaps all readers are zero. Then we compared performance of two sce-
narios (one with zero-gap, the other with gaps) after applying the off-line algorithm.
We found that the total effective time for both are the same. But in terms of power
consuming, the with gap scenario is more power conserving than the no gap scenario.
Finally we run simulation program (code is available in Appendix A) to test what we
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prospected.
Future work could be done in (i) solving the scenario when readers and tags are
both mobile (more complicate); (ii) considering other factors affecting the perfor-
mance of the system other than power of readers; (iii) making the analysis generic
not only limited to conveyor belt system.
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APPENDIX A
SIMULATION PROGRAM
Listing A.1: Global.java
1 /∗∗
2 ∗ PROGRAM: Globa l . j a va
3 ∗ This c l a s s G loba l d e c l a r e s a l l t h e g l o b a l v a r i a b l e s .
4 ∗ @author Xiaodan Fang
5 ∗/
6 import java . u t i l . Vector ;
7
8 class Global {
9
10 public stat ic Vector<Reader> readerGroup = new Vector<Reader>() ;
11 public stat ic int numReaders ; // the t o t a l number o f r e ad e r s in model
12 public stat ic double he ight ; // h e i g h t o f r e ad e r s
13
14 // d i s t a n c e to be mod i f i e d g ene ra t e o t h e r d i s t a n c e
15 public stat ic double dis tanceBase ;
16 public stat ic double [ ] d i s t ance ; // d i s t a n c e s e t o f a d j a c en t r e ade r s
17
18 public stat ic double v e l o c i t y ; // v e l o c i t y o f t h e conveyor b e l t
19 public stat ic boolean uniform = fa l se ; // t r u e i f r e ad e r s uni form d i s t r i b u t e d
20 public stat ic double e f f t ime un i f o rm ; // e f f e c t i v e t ime under uni form d i s t r i b u t i o n
21 public stat ic double e f f t ime nonun i f o rm ; // e f f e c t i v e t ime under non−uniform d i s t r i b u t i o n
22
23 // UD means uni form d i s t r i b u t i o n
24 public stat ic Vector<Str ing> r e s u l t s = new Vector<Str ing >() ; // S to re t h e r e s u l t s f o r UD
25
26 }
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Listing A.2: Log.java
1 /∗∗
2 ∗ PROGRAM: Log . j a va
3 ∗ This c l a s s Log d e c l a r e a l l t h e a t t r i b u t e s and methods f o r a Log .
4 ∗ @author Xiaodan Fang
5 ∗/
6 import java . i o . ∗ ;
7
8 public class Log {
9
10 private stat ic Fi l eWr i t e r f i l e w r i t e ; // f i l e w r i t e r
11
12 /∗∗
13 ∗ This method g en e r a t e s a new l o g f i l e
14 ∗ @param f i l eName the f i l e name ope ra t e on
15 ∗ @excep t ion ja va . i o . F i l eNotFoundExcept ion the f i l e doesn ’ t e x i s t
16 ∗/
17 public stat ic void Generate ( St r ing f i leName )
18 {
19 try{
20 f i l e w r i t e = new Fi l eWr i t e r ( f i leName ) ;
21 }
22 catch ( Exception e ){
23 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ”Couldn ’ t open log f i l e ” + fi leName ) ;
24 }
25 }
26
27 /∗∗
28 ∗ This method w r i t e to a l o g f i l e
29 ∗ @param message t h e s t r i n g to be w r i t t e n to a f i l e
30 ∗/
31 public stat ic void wr i te ( St r ing message )
32 {
33 try{
34 f i l e w r i t e . wr i t e ( message + ”\ r\n” ) ;
35 f i l e w r i t e . f l u s h ( ) ;
36 }
37 catch ( Exception e ){
38 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ”Couldn ’ t wr i t e log f i l e ” ) ;
39 }
40 }
41
42 /∗∗
43 ∗ This method c l o s e a l o g f i l e
44 ∗/
45 public stat ic void c l o s e ( )
46 {
47 try{
48 f i l e w r i t e . c l o s e ( ) ;
49 }
50 catch ( Exception e ){
51 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ”Couldn ’ t c l o s e log f i l e ” ) ;
52 }
53 }
54 }
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Listing A.3: Reader.java
1 /∗∗
2 ∗ PROGRAM: Reader . j a va
3 ∗ This c l a s s Reader d e f i n e a t t r i b u t e s f o r a reader and o v e r l o a d s method
4 ∗ t o S t r i n g ( ) f o r p r i n t i n g a Reader o b j e c t .
5 ∗ @author Xiaodan Fang
6 ∗/
7 public class Reader {
8
9 stat ic double MAXP = 100; // maximum power
10 stat ic double MAXL = 2 . 8 ; // maximum read d i s t a n c e
11 int id ; // i d
12 double power = MAXP; // cu r r en t power AND d e f a u l t power i s MAXP
13 double l e f tOve r l ap ; // l e f t i n t e r f e r e n c e l ane
14 double r ightOver lap ; // r i g h t i n t e r f e r e n c e l ane
15 double e f f e c t i v eLan e ; // e f f e c t i v e r ead ing l ane
16 double l ane ; // t o t a l range ( under a reader )
17
18 /∗∗
19 ∗ Clas s c on s t r u c t o r
20 ∗ @param id o f a reader
21 ∗/
22 Reader ( int idParam )
23 {
24 id = idParam ;
25 }
26
27 /∗∗
28 ∗ o v e r l o a d i n g method f o r p r i n t i n g o b j e c t purpose .
29 ∗ @return va l u e d e t a i l e d in f o rma t i on o f a reader
30 ∗/
31 public St r ing toS t r i ng ( )
32 {
33 St r ing value = ”Reader Id : ” + id + ”\n” ;
34 value = value + ”Reader power : ” + power + ”\n” ;
35 value = value + ”Reader lane : ” + lane + ”\n” ;
36 value = value + ”Reader l e f tOve r l ap : ” + l e f tOve r l ap + ”\n” ;
37 value = value + ”Reader r ightOver lap : ” + r ightOver lap + ”\n” ;
38 value = value + ”Reader e f f e c t i v eLan e : ” + e f f e c t i v eLan e + ”\n” ;
39 return value ;
40 }
41
42
43 }
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Listing A.4: Algo.java
1 /∗∗
2 ∗ PROGRAM: Algo . j a va
3 ∗ This c l a s s implement t h e d e v e l o p ed a l g o r i t hm f o r NUD sc ena r i o s .
4 ∗ NUD deno t e s non−uniform d i s t r i b u t i o n .
5 ∗ @author Xiaodan Fang
6 ∗/
7 public class Algo {
8
9 stat ic f ina l double BOUND = 0.00001 ; // BOUND used f o r comparison
10
11 /∗∗
12 ∗ This method implement t h e Scenar io I ( no gap )
13 ∗ @return va l u e t o t a l e f f e c t i v e t ime f o r a l l r e ad e r s
14 ∗/
15 public stat ic double scen1 ( ) // the s c ena r i o w i th no gap
16 {
17 double value = 0 . 0 ;
18
19 i n i t i a lUpda t e ( ) ; // update a l l r e ad e r s p r o f i l e
20
21 while ( ! isDoneSce1 ( ) )
22 {
23 // ”1”− i n i t i a l l y modi fy l e f t s i d e reader power
24 // ”2”− i n i t i a l l y modi fy r i g h t s i d e reader power
25 // ”3”− i n i t i a l l y modi fy bo th s i d e reader power
26 // in t h i s s imu la t i on , a lways use 1 . I f need to use o the r s ,
27 // add some l i n e o f code i s nec e s s a r y .
28 int f l a g = 1 ;
29 int tempId = f ind Id ( ) ;
30 int idNeedModify = −1; // no reader needs to be mod i f i ed
31
32 i f ( f l a g==1)
33 idNeedModify = tempId ;
34 i f ( f l a g==2)
35 idNeedModify = tempId+1;
36 i f ( f l a g==3)
37 idNeedModify = tempId ;
38
39 // debug p r i n t s t a r t s
40 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ” f l a g=”+ f l a g + ” , idNeedModify=”+idNeedModify ) ;
41 System . out . p r i n t l n ( Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( idNeedModify ) ) ;
42 // debug p r i n t ends
43
44 i f ( idNeedModify==−1)
45 break ;
46 else
47 reducePowerToBound ( f l ag , idNeedModify ) ;
48
49 i f ( f l a g==3)
50 {
51 i f ( ! l e f tmos t ( idNeedModify ) )
52 updateReader NUD( idNeedModify−1) ;
53 i f ( ! r ightmost ( idNeedModify+1) )
54 updateReader NUD( idNeedModify+2) ;
53
55 i f ( l e f tmos t ( idNeedModify ) )
56 updateReader NUD( idNeedModify−1) ;
57 }
58 i f ( f l a g==2)
59 {
60 i f ( ! l e f tmos t ( idNeedModify ) )
61 updateReader NUD( idNeedModify−1) ;
62 i f ( ! r ightmost ( idNeedModify ) )
63 updateReader NUD( idNeedModify+1) ;
64
65 }
66 i f ( f l a g==1)
67 {
68 i f ( ! l e f tmos t ( idNeedModify ) )
69 updateReader NUD( idNeedModify−1) ;
70 i f ( ! r ightmost ( idNeedModify ) )
71 updateReader NUD( idNeedModify+1) ;
72 }
73 }
74
75 // debug
76 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ”======s t a r t debug scen#1======”) ;
77 for ( int i =0; i<Global . readerGroup . s i z e ( ) ; i++)
78 System . out . p r i n t l n ( Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) ) ;
79 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ”======end debug scen#1======”) ;
80 // end debug
81
82 value = MainClass . c a l cu l a t e un i f o rm ( ) ;
83
84 return value ;
85 }
86
87 /∗∗
88 ∗ This method reduce a s p e c i f i e d reader ’ s power to BOUND.
89 ∗ @param flagParam 1 , 2 or 3
90 ∗ @param idParam id o f t h e reader
91 ∗/
92 private stat ic void reducePowerToBound ( int flagParam , int idParam )
93 {
94 double temp ;
95
96 // reduce r i g h tOv e r l a p to BOUND
97 i f ( Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( idParam ) . r ightOver lap <
98 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( idParam ) . l e f tOve r l ap )
99 {
100 i f ( idParam!=Global . readerGroup . s i z e ( )−1)
101 temp = (Math . sq r t (Math . pow( Global . d i s t ance [ idParam ] −
102 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( idParam+1) . lane /2 , 2)+
103 Math . pow( Global . height , 2) ) )∗Reader .MAXP/Reader .MAXL;
104 else
105 temp = (Math . sq r t (Math . pow( Global . d i s t ance [ idParam−1] −
106 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( idParam−1) . lane /2 , 2)+
107 Math . pow( Global . height , 2) ) )∗Reader .MAXP/Reader .MAXL;
108
109 updateReader NUD( idParam , temp) ;
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110 }
111 else
112 {
113 i f ( idParam !=0)
114 temp = (Math . sq r t (Math . pow( Global . d i s t ance [ idParam−1] −
115 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( idParam−1) . lane /2 , 2)+
116 Math . pow( Global . height , 2) ) )∗Reader .MAXP/Reader .MAXL;
117 else
118 temp = (Math . sq r t (Math . pow( Global . d i s t ance [ idParam ] −
119 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( idParam+1) . lane /2 , 2)+
120 Math . pow( Global . height , 2) ) )∗Reader .MAXP/Reader .MAXL;
121
122 updateReader NUD( idParam , temp) ;
123 }
124 }
125
126 /∗∗
127 ∗ This method check i f a s p e c i f i e d reader has o v e r l a p s on bo th s i d e
128 ∗ @param idParam
129 ∗ @return t r u e ( bo th s i d e s o v e r l a p ) ;
130 ∗ @return f a l s e ( a t l e a s t one s i d e no o v e r l a p ) ;
131 ∗/
132 private stat ic boolean bothSideCross ( int idParam )
133 {
134 i f ( Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( idParam ) . l e f tOver lap>BOUND
135 && Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( idParam ) . r ightOver lap>BOUND)
136 return true ;
137 return fa l se ;
138 }
139
140 /∗∗
141 ∗ This method f i n d t h e reader need to ope ra t e on in Scenar io I .
142 ∗ @return i d o f t h e reader
143 ∗/
144 private stat ic int f i nd Id ( )
145 {
146 double min = 1000;
147 int temp = −1;
148 for ( int i =1; i<Global . readerGroup . s i z e ( )−1; i++)
149 {
150 i f ( Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . l e f tOver lap>BOUND
151 && Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . r ightOver lap>BOUND
152 && Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . r ightOver lap<min)
153 {
154 min = Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . r ightOver lap ;
155 temp = i ;
156 }
157 }
158 i f ( Global . readerGroup . elementAt (0) . r ightOver lap>BOUND &&
159 Global . readerGroup . elementAt (0) . r ightOver lap<min)
160 {
161 min = Global . readerGroup . elementAt (0) . r ightOver lap ;
162 temp = 0 ;
163 }
164 i f ( Global . readerGroup . lastElement ( ) . l e f tOver l ap>BOUND &&
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165 Global . readerGroup . lastElement ( ) . l e f tOver l ap<min)
166 temp = Global . readerGroup . s i z e ( )−1;
167 return temp ;
168 }
169
170 /∗∗
171 ∗ This method check i f f i n i s h t h e Scenar io I s imu l a t i o n
172 ∗ @return t r u e ( no reader has bo th s i d e o v e r l a p and l e f t −end
173 ∗ and r i g h t−end reader doesn ’ t have o v e r l a p ) ;
174 ∗ @return f a l s e ( a t l e a s t one reader has bo th s i d e o v e r l a p and
175 ∗ l e f t −end and r i g h t−end reader has o v e r l a p ) ;
176 ∗/
177 private stat ic boolean isDoneSce1 ( )
178 {
179 for ( int i =1; i<Global . readerGroup . s i z e ( )−1; i++)
180 {
181 i f ( Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . l e f tOver lap>BOUND
182 && Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . r ightOver lap>BOUND)
183 return fa l se ;
184 }
185 i f ( Global . readerGroup . f i r s tE l ement ( ) . r ightOver lap>BOUND | |
186 Global . readerGroup . lastElement ( ) . l e f tOver l ap>BOUND )
187 return fa l se ;
188 return true ;
189 }
190
191 /∗∗
192 ∗ This method check i f f i n i s h t h e Scenar io I I s imu l a t i o n
193 ∗ @return t r u e ( no o v e r l a p l e f t ) ;
194 ∗ @return f a l s e ( s t i l l have o v e r l a p l e f t ) ;
195 ∗/
196 private stat ic boolean isDoneSce2 ( )
197 {
198 for ( int i =0; i<Global . readerGroup . s i z e ( ) ; i++)
199 {
200 i f ( Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . l e f tOver lap>BOUND
201 | | Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . r ightOver lap>BOUND)
202 return fa l se ;
203 }
204 return true ;
205 }
206
207 /∗∗
208 ∗ This method i n i t i a l i z e a l l r e ad e r s p r o f i l e when power i s MAXPOWER.
209 ∗/
210 private stat ic void i n i t i a lUpda t e ( )
211 {
212 for ( int i =0; i<Global . readerGroup . s i z e ( ) ; i++)
213 updateReader NUD( i , Reader .MAXP) ;
214 }
215
216 /∗∗
217 ∗ This method check i f t h e s p e c i f i e d reader i s l e f tm o s t r eader .
218 ∗ @param idParam id o f t h e s p e c i f i e d reader
219 ∗ @return t r u e ( i f l e f tm o s t ) , f a l s e ( i f not )
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220 ∗/
221 private stat ic boolean l e f tmos t ( int idParam )
222 {
223 return ( idParam==0) ;
224 }
225
226 /∗∗
227 ∗ This method check i f t h e s p e c i f i e d reader i s r i g h tmo s t r eader .
228 ∗ @param idParam id o f t h e s p e c i f i e d reader
229 ∗ @return t r u e ( i f r i g h tmo s t ) , f a l s e ( i f not )
230 ∗/
231 private stat ic boolean r ightmost ( int idParam )
232 {
233 return ( idParam==Global . readerGroup . s i z e ( )−1) ;
234 }
235
236 /∗∗
237 ∗ This method check i f t h e s p e c i f i e d reader have l e f t o v e r l a p .
238 ∗ @param idParam id o f t h e s p e c i f i e d reader
239 ∗ @return t r u e ( i f have l e f t o v e r l a p ) , f a l s e ( i f not )
240 ∗/
241 private stat ic boolean hasLeftOver lap ( int i )
242 {
243 double dLeft = ( Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i −1) . power∗Reader .MAXL)/
244 Reader .MAXP;
245
246 double d = ( Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . power∗Reader .MAXL)/Reader .MAXP;
247 i f ( Math . sq r t (Math . pow( dLeft , 2)−Math . pow( Global . height , 2) ) +
248 Math . sq r t (Math . pow(d , 2)−Math . pow( Global . height , 2) ) >
249 Global . d i s t ance [ i −1] )
250 return true ;
251 return fa l se ;
252 }
253
254 /∗∗
255 ∗ This method check i f t h e s p e c i f i e d reader have r i g h t o v e r l a p .
256 ∗ @param idParam id o f t h e s p e c i f i e d reader
257 ∗ @return t r u e ( i f have r i g h t o v e r l a p ) , f a l s e ( i f not )
258 ∗/
259 private stat ic boolean hasRightOverlap ( int i )
260 {
261 double dRight = ( Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i +1) . power∗Reader .MAXL)/Reader .MAXP;
262 double d = ( Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . power ∗ Reader .MAXL) / Reader .MAXP;
263 i f ( Math . sq r t (Math . pow(d , 2)−Math . pow( Global . height , 2) ) +
264 Math . sq r t (Math . pow( dRight , 2)−Math . pow( Global . height , 2) ) >
265 Global . d i s t ance [ i ] )
266 return true ;
267 return fa l se ;
268 }
269
270 /∗∗
271 ∗ This method update one s p e c i f i e d reader ’ s p r o f i l e .
272 ∗ @param i i d o f t h e s p e c i f i e d reader
273 ∗/
274 private stat ic void updateReader NUD( int i )
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275 {
276 double l ane = Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . l ane ;
277
278 i f ( l e f tmos t ( i ) ) // l e f tm o s t r eader
279 {
280 double dRight = ( Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i +1) . power∗Reader .MAXL)/
281 Reader .MAXP;
282
283 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . l e f tOve r l ap = 0 ;
284 i f ( hasRightOverlap ( i ) ) // t h e r e i s o v e r l a p r e g i on wi th r i g h t−s i d e reader
285 {
286 double r i gh tCros s = ( Math . sq r t (Math . pow( dRight , 2 )−
287 Math . pow( Global . height , 2 ) ) )
288 + ( lane /2 ) − Global . d i s t ance [ i ] ;
289
290 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . r ightOver lap = r ightCros s ;
291 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . e f f e c t i v eLane = lane−r i gh tCros s ;
292 }
293 else // t h e r e i s no o v e r l a p w i th r i g h t−s i d e reader
294 {
295 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . r ightOver lap = 0 ;
296 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . e f f e c t i v eLane = lane ;
297 }
298
299 }
300 else i f ( r ightmost ( i ) ) // r i g h tmo s t r eader
301 {
302 double dLeft = ( Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i −1) . power∗Reader .MAXL)/
303 Reader .MAXP;
304
305 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . r ightOver lap = 0 ;
306 i f ( hasLeftOver lap ( i ) ) // t h e r e i s o v e r l a p r e g i on wi th t h e l e f t −s i d e reader
307 {
308 double l e f tC r o s s = ( Math . sq r t (Math . pow( dLeft , 2 )−
309 Math . pow( Global . height , 2 ) ) )
310 + ( lane /2 ) − Global . d i s t ance [ i −1] ;
311
312 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . l e f tOve r l ap = l e f tC r o s s ;
313 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . e f f e c t i v eLane = lane−l e f tC r o s s ;
314 }
315 else // t h e r e i s no o v e r l a p r e g i on wi th l e f t −s i d e reader
316 {
317 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . l e f tOve r l ap = 0 ;
318 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . e f f e c t i v eLane = lane ;
319 }
320 }
321 else // midd le r e ad e r s
322 {
323 double dLeft = ( Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i −1) . power∗Reader .MAXL)/
324 Reader .MAXP;
325
326 double dRight = ( Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i +1) . power∗Reader .MAXL)/
327 Reader .MAXP;
328
329 i f ( hasRightOverlap ( i ) ) // t h e r e i s o v e r l a p r e g i on wi th r i g h t−s i d e reader
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330 {
331 double r i gh tCros s = ( Math . sq r t (Math . pow( dRight , 2 )−
332 Math . pow( Global . height , 2 ) ) )
333 + ( lane /2 ) − Global . d i s t ance [ i ] ;
334
335 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . r ightOver lap = r ightCros s ;
336 }
337 else // t h e r e i s no o v e r l a p w i th r i g h t−s i d e reader
338 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . r ightOver lap = 0 ;
339
340 i f ( hasLeftOver lap ( i ) ) // has o v e r l a p r e g i on wi th t h e l e f t −s i d e reader
341 {
342 double l e f tC r o s s = ( Math . sq r t (Math . pow( dLeft , 2 )−
343 Math . pow( Global . height , 2 ) ) )
344 + ( lane /2 ) − Global . d i s t ance [ i −1] ;
345
346 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . l e f tOve r l ap = l e f tC r o s s ;
347 }
348 else // t h e r e i s no o v e r l a p r e g i on wi th l e f t −s i d e reader
349 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . l e f tOve r l ap = 0 ;
350
351 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . e f f e c t i v eLan e = lane −
352 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . l e f tOve r l ap −
353 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . r ightOver lap ;
354
355 }
356
357 }
358
359 /∗∗
360 ∗ This method update one s p e c i f i e d reader ’ s p r o f i l e .
361 ∗ @param i i d o f t h e s p e c i f i e d reader
362 ∗ @param powerParam new power o f t h e s p e c i f i e d reader
363 ∗/
364 private stat ic void updateReader NUD( int i , double powerParam)
365 {
366 double d = (powerParam ∗ Reader .MAXL) / Reader .MAXP;
367 double l ane = 2∗Math . sq r t (Math . pow(d , 2 )−Math . pow( Global . height , 2 ) ) ;
368 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . power = powerParam ;
369 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . l ane = lane ;
370
371 i f ( l e f tmos t ( i ) ) // l e f tm o s t r eader
372 {
373 double dRight = ( Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i +1) . power∗Reader .MAXL)/
374 Reader .MAXP;
375
376 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . l e f tOve r l ap = 0 ;
377 i f ( hasRightOverlap ( i ) ) // t h e r e i s o v e r l a p r e g i on wi th r i g h t−s i d e reader
378 {
379 double r i gh tCros s = ( Math . sq r t (Math . pow( dRight , 2 )−
380 Math . pow( Global . height , 2 ) ) )
381 + ( lane /2 ) − Global . d i s t ance [ i ] ;
382
383 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . r ightOver lap = r ightCros s ;
384 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . e f f e c t i v eLane = lane−r i gh tCros s ;
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385 }
386 else // t h e r e i s no o v e r l a p w i th r i g h t−s i d e reader
387 {
388 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . r ightOver lap = 0 ;
389 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . e f f e c t i v eLane = lane ;
390 }
391
392 }
393 else i f ( r ightmost ( i ) ) // r i g h tmo s t r eader
394 {
395 double dLeft = ( Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i −1) . power∗Reader .MAXL)/
396 Reader .MAXP;
397
398 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . r ightOver lap = 0 ;
399 i f ( hasLeftOver lap ( i ) ) // has o v e r l a p r e g i on wi th t h e l e f t −s i d e reader
400 {
401 double l e f tC r o s s = ( Math . sq r t (Math . pow( dLeft , 2 )−
402 Math . pow( Global . height , 2 ) ) )
403 + ( lane /2 ) − Global . d i s t ance [ i −1] ;
404
405 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . l e f tOve r l ap = l e f tC r o s s ;
406 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . e f f e c t i v eLane = lane−l e f tC r o s s ;
407 }
408 else // t h e r e i s no o v e r l a p r e g i on wi th l e f t −s i d e reader
409 {
410 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . l e f tOve r l ap = 0 ;
411 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . e f f e c t i v eLane = lane ;
412 }
413 }
414 else // midd le r e ad e r s
415 {
416 double dLeft = ( Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i −1) . power∗Reader .MAXL)/
417 Reader .MAXP;
418
419 double dRight = ( Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i +1) . power∗Reader .MAXL)/
420 Reader .MAXP;
421
422 i f ( hasRightOverlap ( i ) ) // t h e r e i s o v e r l a p r e g i on wi th r i g h t−s i d e reader
423 {
424 double r i gh tCros s = ( Math . sq r t (Math . pow( dRight , 2 )−
425 Math . pow( Global . height , 2 ) ) )
426 + ( lane /2 ) − Global . d i s t ance [ i ] ;
427
428 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . r ightOver lap = r ightCros s ;
429 }
430 else // t h e r e i s no o v e r l a p w i th r i g h t−s i d e reader
431 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . r ightOver lap = 0 ;
432
433 i f ( hasLeftOver lap ( i ) ) // has o v e r l a p r e g i on wi th t h e l e f t −s i d e reader
434 {
435 double l e f tC r o s s = ( Math . sq r t (Math . pow( dLeft , 2 )−
436 Math . pow( Global . height , 2 ) ) )
437 + ( lane /2 ) − Global . d i s t ance [ i −1] ;
438
439 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . l e f tOve r l ap = l e f tC r o s s ;
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440 }
441 else // t h e r e i s no o v e r l a p r e g i on wi th l e f t −s i d e reader
442 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . l e f tOve r l ap = 0 ;
443
444 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . e f f e c t i v eLan e = lane −
445 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . l e f tOve r l ap −
446 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . r ightOver lap ;
447
448 }
449
450 }
451
452 /∗∗
453 ∗ This method f i n d t h e i d o f r eader need to ope ra t e on in Scenar io I I .
454 ∗ @return i d o f t h e reader
455 ∗/
456 private stat ic int f indIdScen2 ( )
457 {
458 int temp = −1;
459 for ( int i =1; i<Global . readerGroup . s i z e ( )−1; i++)
460 {
461 i f ( Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . l e f tOver lap>BOUND | |
462 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . r ightOver lap>BOUND)
463 {
464 temp = i ;
465 return temp ;
466 }
467 }
468 return temp ;
469 }
470
471 /∗∗
472 ∗ This method reduce t h e power o f t h e s p e c i f i e d reader to BOUND
473 ∗ @param flagParam 1 , 2 , or 3
474 ∗ @param idParam id o f t h e s p e c i f i e d reader
475 ∗/
476 private stat ic void reducePowerToBoundScen2 ( int flagParam , int idParam )
477 {
478 double temp ;
479 i f ( Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( idParam ) . l e f tOve r l ap > BOUND)
480 {
481 temp = (Math . sq r t (Math . pow( Global . d i s t ance [ idParam−1] −
482 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( idParam−1) . lane /2 , 2)+
483 Math . pow( Global . height , 2) ) )∗Reader .MAXP/Reader .MAXL;
484 updateReader NUD( idParam , temp) ;
485 }
486 i f ( Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( idParam ) . r ightOver lap > BOUND)
487 {
488 temp = (Math . sq r t (Math . pow( Global . d i s t ance [ idParam ] −
489 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( idParam+1) . lane /2 , 2)+
490 Math . pow( Global . height , 2) ) )∗Reader .MAXP/Reader .MAXL;
491 updateReader NUD( idParam , temp) ;
492 }
493 }
494
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495 /∗∗
496 ∗ This method implement t h e Scenar io I I ( w i th gap e x i s t s )
497 ∗ @return va l u e t o t a l e f f e c t i v e t ime f o r a l l r e ad e r s
498 ∗/
499 public stat ic double scen2 ( )
500 {
501 double value = 0 . 0 ;
502
503 while ( ! isDoneSce2 ( ) )
504 {
505 int f l a g = 1 ; // f l a g can be 1 , 2 , or 3
506 int tempId = f indIdScen2 ( ) ;
507 int idNeedModify = −1;
508
509 i f ( f l a g==1)
510 idNeedModify = tempId ;
511 i f ( f l a g==2)
512 idNeedModify = tempId+1;
513 i f ( f l a g==3)
514 idNeedModify = tempId ;
515
516 // debug p r i n t s t a r t s
517 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ” f l a g=”+ f l a g + ” , idNeedModify=”+idNeedModify ) ;
518 System . out . p r i n t l n ( Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( idNeedModify ) ) ;
519 // debug p r i n t ends
520
521 i f ( idNeedModify==−1)
522 break ;
523 else
524 reducePowerToBoundScen2 ( f l ag , idNeedModify ) ;
525
526 i f ( f l a g==3)
527 {
528
529 i f ( ! l e f tmos t ( idNeedModify ) )
530 updateReader NUD( idNeedModify−1) ;
531 i f ( ! r ightmost ( idNeedModify+1) )
532 updateReader NUD( idNeedModify+2) ;
533 i f ( l e f tmos t ( idNeedModify ) )
534 updateReader NUD( idNeedModify−1) ;
535 }
536 i f ( f l a g==2)
537 {
538 i f ( ! l e f tmos t ( idNeedModify ) )
539 updateReader NUD( idNeedModify−1) ;
540 i f ( ! r ightmost ( idNeedModify ) )
541 updateReader NUD( idNeedModify+1) ;
542
543 }
544 i f ( f l a g==1)
545 {
546 i f ( ! l e f tmos t ( idNeedModify ) )
547 updateReader NUD( idNeedModify−1) ;
548 i f ( ! r ightmost ( idNeedModify ) )
549 updateReader NUD( idNeedModify+1) ;
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550 }
551 }
552
553 // debug
554 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ”======s t a r t debug scen#2======”) ;
555 for ( int i =0; i<Global . readerGroup . s i z e ( ) ; i++)
556 System . out . p r i n t l n ( Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) ) ;
557 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ”======end debug scen#2======”) ;
558 // end debug
559
560 value = MainClass . c a l cu l a t e un i f o rm ( ) ;
561
562 return value ;
563 }
564 }
63
Listing A.5: MainClass.java
1 /∗∗
2 ∗ PROGRAM: MainClass . j a va
3 ∗ This program s imu l a t e t h e two s c ena r i o s i n t r oduc ed in t he t h e s i s ,
4 ∗ uniform d i s t r i b u t i o n & non−uniform d i s t r i b u t i o n .
5 ∗ @author Xiaodan Fang
6 ∗/
7 import java . u t i l .Random ;
8 import java . u t i l . Scanner ;
9
10 public class MainClass {
11
12 /∗∗
13 ∗ main method s t a r t i n g po i n t o f t h i s program
14 ∗ @param arg s parameters f o r t h i s program
15 ∗/
16 public stat ic void main ( St r ing [ ] a rgs )
17 {
18
19 Scanner scan = new Scanner ( System . in ) ;
20 Random rand = new Random() ;
21
22 Log . Generate ( ”simCopy . in ” ) ; // l o g f i l e f o r t h e t o p o l o g y
23
24 // s t a r t read in system c on f i g u r a t i o n in t he order
25 // o f number o f readers , h e i g h t o f t h e readers ,
26 // speed o f t h e conveyor b e l t , and then the d i s t a n c e
27 // array f o r d i s t a n c e s o f a d j a c en t r e ade r s
28 i f ( scan . hasNextInt ( ) )
29 Global . numReaders = scan . next Int ( ) ; // number o f r e ad e r s
30 else{
31 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ”Error : read in num of r eade r s ” ) ;
32 System . e x i t (0 ) ;
33 }
34 Log . wr i t e ( ”” + Global . numReaders ) ;
35
36 i f ( scan . hasNextDouble ( ) )
37 Global . he ight = scan . nextDouble ( ) ; // h e i g h t o f r e ad e r s
38 else{
39 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ”Error : read in he ight o f r eade r s ” ) ;
40 System . e x i t (0 ) ;
41 }
42 Log . wr i t e ( ”” + Global . he ight ) ;
43
44 i f ( scan . hasNextDouble ( ) )
45 Global . v e l o c i t y = scan . nextDouble ( ) ; // v e l o c i t y o f conveyor b e l t
46 else{
47 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ”Error : read in v e l o c i t y o f conveyor b e l t ” ) ;
48 System . e x i t (0 ) ;
49 }
50 Log . wr i t e ( ”” + Global . v e l o c i t y ) ;
51
52 i f ( scan . hasNextDouble ( ) )
53 Global . d i s tanceBase = scan . nextDouble ( ) ; // v e l o c i t y o f conveyor b e l t
54 else{
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55 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ”Error : read in d i s t ance base ” ) ;
56 System . e x i t (0 ) ;
57 }
58 Log . wr i t e ( ”” + Global . d i s tanceBase ) ;
59
60 Global . d i s t ance = new double [ Global . numReaders−1] ;
61
62 for ( int i =0; i<Global . numReaders−1; i++)
63 {
64 i f ( Global . uniform )
65 Global . d i s t ance [ i ] = Global . d i s tanceBase ;
66 else
67 {
68 double lowerBound = Math . sq r t (Math . pow(Reader .MAXL, 2 )−
69 Math . pow( Global . height , 2) ) ;
70 Global . d i s t ance [ i ] = lowerBound + lowerBound∗ rand . nextDouble ( ) ;
71 }
72 } // end read in t o p o l o g y data
73 for ( int i =0; i<Global . numReaders−1; i++)
74 Log . wr i t e ( ”Distance [R”+i+” ,R”+( i +1)+” ] : ” + Global . d i s t ance [ i ] ) ;
75 Log . c l o s e ( ) ;
76
77 // summary o f t h e sys tem t o p o l o g y
78 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ”Number o f r eade r s :\ t ” + Global . numReaders ) ;
79 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ”Height o f reader :\ t ” + Global . he ight ) ;
80 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ” Ve loc i ty o f b e l t :\ t ” + Global . v e l o c i t y ) ;
81 for ( int i =0; i<Global . numReaders−1; i++)
82 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ”Distance [R”+i+” ,R”+( i +1)+” ] : \ t ” +
83 Global . d i s t ance [ i ] ) ;
84 // end o f summary
85
86 for ( int i =0; i<Global . numReaders ; i++)
87 {
88 Reader obj = new Reader ( i ) ;
89 Global . readerGroup . addElement ( obj ) ; // Reader i d range 0˜( numReader−1)
90 }
91 i f ( Global . uniform ) // UD sc ena r i o
92 {
93 // the minimum power reader have to make reader range a t l e a s t h
94 double powerMin = ( Global . he ight ∗ Reader .MAXP)/Reader .MAXL;
95 Global . e f f t ime un i f o rm = 0 ;
96
97 while ( powerMin<Reader .MAXP)
98 {
99 updateReaders ( powerMin ) ;
100 double temp = ca l cu l a t e un i f o rm ( ) ;
101 Global . r e s u l t s . add ( powerMin+” : ”+temp) ;
102 i f ( temp > Global . e f f t ime un i f o rm )
103 Global . e f f t ime un i f o rm = temp ;
104 powerMin += 0 . 0 1 ;
105 }
106 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ”maximum e f f i c i e n t time :\ t ” +
107 Global . e f f t ime un i f o rm /Global . v e l o c i t y ) ;
108 pr in tResu l t ( ) ;
109 }
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110 else // NUD sc ena r i o
111 {
112 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ” e f f i c i e n t time f o r sce#1(no gap ) :\ t ” +
113 Algo . scen1 ( ) /Global . v e l o c i t y ) ;
114 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ” e f f i c i e n t time f o r sce#2(with gap ) :\ t ” +
115 Algo . scen2 ( ) /Global . v e l o c i t y ) ;
116 }
117 } // end o f method main
118
119 /∗∗
120 ∗ This method r e s u l t s t o a f i l e named r e s u l t s u n i f o rm
121 ∗/
122 stat ic void pr in tResu l t ( )
123 {
124 Log . Generate ( ” r e s u l t s un i f o rm ” ) ;
125 for ( int i =0; i<Global . r e s u l t s . s i z e ( ) ; i++)
126 Log . wr i t e ( Global . r e s u l t s . elementAt ( i ) ) ;
127 Log . c l o s e ( ) ;
128 }
129
130 /∗∗
131 ∗ This method update a l l r eader ’ s some p r o f i l e g i v en a new power l e v e l .
132 ∗ @param powerParam the new power o f a reader
133 ∗/
134 stat ic void updateReaders (double powerParam)
135 {
136 double readDistance = (powerParam ∗ Reader .MAXL) / Reader .MAXP;
137 double l ane = 2∗Math . sq r t (Math . pow( readDistance , 2)−
138 Math . pow( Global . height , 2) ) ;
139 i f ( lane>Global . d i s tanceBase ) // t h e r e i s o v e r l a p between ne i gh bo r r eade r s
140 over lap ( readDistance , lane ) ;
141 else // t h e r e i s no o v e r l a p between ne i gh bo r r eade r s
142 over lapZero ( lane ) ;
143 }
144
145 /∗∗
146 ∗ This method update some o f r eader ’ s p r o f i l e and o v e r l a p o f i t s n e i g h b o r s
147 ∗ ( i f have any ) i f t h e r e i s o v e r l a p between g i v en reader and i t s ne i g h bo r .
148 ∗ @param d new read ing d i s t a n c e o f a reader
149 ∗ @param lane new t o t a l range o f a reader
150 ∗/
151 stat ic void over lap (double d , double l ane )
152 {
153 double temp = 2∗Math . sq r t (Math . pow(d , 2 )−Math . pow( Global . height , 2 ) )−
154 Global . d i s tanceBase ;
155 for ( int i =0; i<Global . readerGroup . s i z e ( ) ; i++)
156 {
157 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . l ane = lane ;
158 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . l e f tOve r l ap = temp ;
159 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . r ightOver lap = temp ;
160
161 i f ( i==0){ // l e f tm o s t r eader
162 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . l e f tOve r l ap = 0 ;
163 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . e f f e c t i v eLane = lane−temp ;
164 }
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165 else i f ( i==(Global . readerGroup . s i z e ( )−1) ){ // r i g h tmo s t r eader
166 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . r ightOver lap = 0 ;
167 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . e f f e c t i v eLane = lane−temp ;
168 }
169 else // midd le r e ade r s
170 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . e f f e c t i v eLane = lane−2∗temp ;
171 }
172 }
173
174 /∗∗
175 ∗ This method update some o f r eader ’ s p r o f i l e when no o v e r l a p between i t s e l f
176 ∗ and i t s n e i g h b o r s .
177 ∗ @param lane new t o t a l range o f a reader
178 ∗/
179 stat ic void over lapZero (double l ane )
180 {
181 for ( int i =0; i<Global . readerGroup . s i z e ( ) ; i++)
182 {
183 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . l e f tOve r l ap = 0 ;
184 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . r ightOver lap = 0 ;
185 Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . e f f e c t i v eLan e = lane ;
186 }
187 }
188
189 /∗∗
190 ∗ This method c a l c u l a t e t h e sum o f a l l r e ad e r s ’ e f f e c t i v e l a n e s .
191 ∗ @return va l u e t o t a l e f f e c t i v e l ane o f t h e sys tem
192 ∗/
193 stat ic double ca l cu l a t e un i f o rm ( )
194 {
195 double value=0;
196 for ( int i =0; i<Global . readerGroup . s i z e ( ) ; i++)
197 value += Global . readerGroup . elementAt ( i ) . e f f e c t i v eLan e ;
198 return value ;
199 }
200 }
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